Microscopic self-consistent and micro-macro shell correction descriptions of a complex decay, such as a nuclear fission, produce potential energy surfaces with multiple structures. The nuclear shape variables responsible for the collective motion in fission process are strongly connected with the properties of the potential. In this presentation, we consider a variety of possible fluctuations of the mass-asymmetry collective coordinate. Micro-macro shell correction calculations have been performed for a wide range of the actinide nuclei. We use Cassinian oval shape parameterization and a large deformation space to make cluster stabilization possible. The same shape parameterization was successfully applied for the description of scission neutrons and other scission properties as function of mass-asymmetry. Our calculations show that the organization of complex potential energy surface is comprised of several adiabatic paths to the scission, which are called fission valleys, and of the regions of the strong singularities as well.
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